Student Services Fee Administrative Proposal
UA CAST– SF22.26PERM
Allocation -$45,000

UA CAST is allocated funding to support programs on the UA CAST campus that support the Student Services Fee program mission of improving services to students and improving the overall student experience.

This allocation of $45,000 is primarily used to provide scholarships and student support at UA CAST. A smaller portion funds operational expenses and staff salaries for student services.

This allocation is specified in the Student Services Fee Governing Documents which state that UA CAST will receive a proportionate share of the Student Services Fees collected. UA CAST will be allocated the full amount of the fee collected from students wholly enrolled at UA South, and one-half the fee from students dually enrolled at UA CAST and the main campus; less any portion retained for direct academic support and tutoring.

For fiscal year 2022 the allocation for UA South is established at $45,000, however, this amount is approximate as the actual allocation will be based on the number of UA CAST enrolled students. An analysis will be made of the enrollment at UA CAST for the Summer/Fall semesters in January and Winter/Spring semesters in June and the funds due to UA CAST will be calculated and transferred to UA CAST in January and June.